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News editor attacked by fanatical S.P.'er
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Charges are pending but fj 

Roulstoned maintains his | 
position with an Impeccable I 
defense prepared by his SP | 
lawyers. His statement, "I | 
believe there has been $ 
some sort of misunderstan- | 
ding. Common SP sexual I 
practices utilize empty Coke | 
cons. I was merely making I 
my intentions clear to Paul. I 
We ore prepared to take 1 
Coca Cola to court." |

Well,
stimulating," Paul admits, 
"Next time, however, use 
Mountain Dew."

Roulstoned, 
renowned SRC/SP member 
attacked news editor Chief 
Dan Paul at her desk on 
Sunday morning.

Following a dereogatory 
remark
establishing some sort of 
sexually deviant rendez
vous, Talion responded by 
hitting Ms. Paul in the nose 
with on empty Coke con.

"I feel like Marsha 
Brady," responded Paul 
when asked to comment 
about the incident.

Roulstoned threatens Paul and demands a coverup; 
however, already disfigured, Paul refuses to cooperate on 
th grounds of her staunch moralistic upbringing■ Roulstoned 
maybe In more trouble than he thinks.
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SPCO created Nik finally gets itWolfe
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Pictured here Is the 
domestic orange and an 
archenemy- the food pro
cessor. m
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to be done!"
The first objective that the 

group has is to force the TP 
to stop using oranges. 
Realizing that these vic
timize» of oranges may not 
wish to stop using oranges 
voluntarily they are propos
ing that the Student Union 
have a referendum to 
decide the matter. The 
question would read: Do 
you believe that oranges 
should never be used as a 
membership dues to any 
organization, club or com
mittee at UNB."

The group has other ob
jectives to promote the 
respect they feel oranges 
deserve. They wish to forbid 
the printing of any recipe 
that uses oranges, create a 
Bill of Rights for Oranges, 
have the post office print a 
stamp with an orange, and 
of course create an Orange 
Foundation to investigate 
the many Illnesses, some 
even fatal, that oranges can 
get. ______ ___
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Last night, during a large 
meeting, the Society for the 
(prevention of Cruelty to 

created. The Hi- &
Oranges was 
rise of the SPCO was caused 
by the actions of the Tupper- 
Iware party which demand
ed that every new member 
kidnap a helpless orange 
[and give it to the Party. This 

group believes that the 
is nature's most
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picking NFL winners. John 
Bodfish, president of the 
student radical council is se
cond on the list, rumour has 
it that he and his party, the 
student pansies have not 
appreciated Nik's fores into 
news.

Also rumoured to be in
volved are people that Nik 
often referred to as "friends 
from the old country," you 
know the type, block suits, 
fedora and they always 

carry musical instruments.
The student police expect 

to make an arrest before 
the end of the week, if they 
can ever stop smoking dope 
in the SUB.

The bullet riddled body of my camera and snapped a
few shots, I mean, you 
know the Dairy Creamer 
would pay at least 15 bucks 
for these. Then about an 
hour later the heat arrived. 
They snooped through 
everything. I mean, they 
even found my dust man.

It's not known who com
mitted the murder, or rather 
the alleged murder, accor
ding to our SRC prey, but it 
is speculated that there 
several suspects being in
vestigated. John Gory, 
radio announcer and
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inew Ace Sports writer, Nik the 
Geek, was found early 
Wednesday morning. The 

• body was found by 
Bumswlckan • business 

Deke

orange 
perfect fruit and should not 
be degraded as merely an 
item necessary to join the 
Tupperware Party.

When asked why the 
group has only started up, 

the leader of the SPCO

manager •
McDoorknob. Sold Deke, " I 
just came into the office, sat 
down and typed out my 
assignment for about an 
hour. Well, I asked Nik If he 
heard that the Exbos had 
blown away the cards last 
night. I got no answer so I 
looked over and saw these 
bullet holes all over the 
place and great big pools of " Qulché-eater supreme is on 
blood on the freshly waxed top of the list because Nik
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Mr. Egnaro responded "Of 
course we were angered 
when the Tupperware Party 
[first subjected oranges to 
[the status of a membership 
duos however when we 
began hearing reports that 
they were actually cutting 
their oranges In two and 
squeezing the juice out of 

I them we felt something had

are

floor. Right away I grabbed


